
TSD ‘STANDARD’ SCREW CLAMPS

TSZ ‘TWO WAY’ SCREW CLAMPS

TSH ‘SWIVEL HOOK’ SCREW CLAMPS

          TSD 1500                            1500                              0 - 35                                 5                                 £293
          TSD 3000                            3000                              0 - 35                                 8                                 £394
          TSD 5000                            5000                              0 - 40                                16                                £553
          TSD 7500                            7500                              0 - 40                              19.5                              £631

              Model                              WLL                        Jaw capacity                      Weight                             Price 
                                                       kg*                                mm                                 kg*                                   £*

*Per clamp.      • Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings.

The TSD standard screw clamps offer many possible uses. They are designed to be used
in conjunction with ratchet lever hoists to align steel structures or fabrications. They are ideally suited
for the construction industry.

The unique design of the spindle makes it easy to attach to ‘angle’ plate. This is achieved by simply
turning the handle which applies the pressure to the plate holding it securely. 

NB. The plate surface of the material to be lifted must not exceed a hardness level of HRC
30/Brinell 300.

         TSZ 500                        500                          0 - 28                            3                            £282
        TSZ 1500                      1500                         0 - 35                            5                            £336
        TSZ 3000                      3000                         0 - 35                            9                            £409
        TSZ 5000                      5000                         0 - 40                           16                           £732
        TSZ 7500                      7500                         0 - 40                           21                           £817

           Model                         WLL                   Jaw capacity                  Weight                        Price 
                                               kg*                           mm                            kg*                              £*

*Per clamp.      • Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings.

The TSZ ‘two way’ screw clamps have all the same features
of the TSD (shown above) but have the additional benefit of a
second lifting point enabling it to pull in two different directions

NB. The plate surface of the material to be lifted must not
exceed a hardness level of HRC 30/Brinell 300.

       TSH 750                          750                          0 - 30                           3.1                          £279

      TSH 1500                       1500                         0 - 32                            7                            £298

       TSH 3000                       3000                         0 - 50                           11                           £388

       TSH 5000                       5000                         0 - 80                           27                           £696

           Model                         WLL                   Jaw capacity                  Weight                        Price 
                                               kg*                           mm                            kg*                              £*

*Per clamp.      • Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings.

The TSH ‘swivel hook’ screw clamps offer many possible applications. It is
particularly useful for lifting and pulling sheet metal, girders, and steel constructions. 

The clamps are supplied complete with an alloy safety shackle, that allows for pulling
in 1800 degrees.

NB. The plate surface of the material to be lifted must not exceed a hardness
level of HRC 30/Brinell 300.
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